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The Role of Failure in Philanthropic Learning: 
A Commentary on Chapters 1–3

ROBERT G. HUGHES

The three preceding chapters share the theme of examining Foundation efforts that did not 

achieve their desired ends. In a word—failure.

In the first of the three, Stephen Isaacs and David Colby draw on eight programs that “didn’t 

work out as expected” to illustrate three reasons that programs do not succeed: strategy or design 

flaws, challenging environments and faulty execution. Tony Proscio identifies three similar reasons 

in his chapter, this time applied to the need to redesign programs in midcourse. He delves into two 

case examples of programs changed in midstream—SmokeLess States and Supporting Families After 

Welfare Reform. He complements these two real examples with a third, composite case created from 

a number of programs to convey real problems and choices while preserving the anonymity of the 

people involved. In the third chapter, Mike Brown offers a detailed case study of one program that 

was terminated early, the National Health Care Purchasing Institute. Overall, these chapters present a 

nice array—eight programs that, in retrospect, didn’t work; two programs (and a program composite) 

that were recognized as not working at the midpoint and were redesigned; and one program that 

was not working and was closed early. In combination, these three chapters provide an important 

milestone in the Foundation’s longstanding practice of assessing its own performance and publicly 

sharing the results.
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The Importance of The uniqueness of philanthropy is built on its independence—its relative freedom from systematic

Learning from Failure market and public accountability constraints. This oft-noted feature of the philanthropic sector

undergirds the sector’s rich diversity of approaches and is the source of much of its influence. But the 

societal and institutional benefits of this relative autonomy for individual foundations—in diversity 

of approaches, independence of thinking and innovation—are balanced, when it comes to judging 

effectiveness, by relatively weak relationships between foundations and the environments in which 

they operate. Feedback loops are attenuated, and the capacity for constructively critical commentary is 

undermined along two dimensions: the assessment of a foundation’s performance and a foundation’s 

assessment of the environments in which it operates. This leads to two important challenges:

■■ Developing and sustaining a framework for assessing the performance of foundations.

■■ Designing ongoing mechanisms for scanning environments and using that knowledge 

strategically.

Both challenges respond to the autonomy that characterizes an independent foundation and its 

environment. The first can be viewed as looking at a foundation “outside in;” the second can be 

viewed as looking “inside out.” Both underscore the value of interaction with the environment 

to generate better performance. For foundations striving to be learning organizations, these two 

challenges are central. Learning organizations need critical judgments to improve.

As a learning organization* committed to continual improvement, the Robert Wood Johnson 

Foundation values both assessments of its performance and insights derived from analyzing 

the environments in which the Foundation works. Failure and success represent the ends of a 

continuum of judgments about performance, so they are critical conceptual anchors for addressing 

the challenges above.

What is the status of activities that respond to the two challenges? The first challenge—assessing 

foundation performance—has garnered much more attention than the second. Indeed, the second 

is often completely neglected. Yet even regarding the first challenge, where progress has been made 

recently, the Center for Effective Philanthropy, which is leading the call for comparative assessment of 

performance of foundations, indicates that the field has much room for growth.1

Foundations are attempting to judge their own effectiveness in a variety of ways, from evaluations 

to balanced scorecards. Trends in philanthropy such as striving for greater transparency, clarifying 

goals and specifying logic models reinforce the movement toward better performance assessment. 

Yet progress is not speedy. At the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, assessing performance has been 

an important element of its culture since it became a national foundation in 1972. Indeed, in their 

chapter, Isaacs and Colby posit that the Foundation “is widely considered as being in the forefront 

of learning from its programmatic experiences” and “is striving to develop a culture whereby the staff 

and board learn from the results of its programs, both positive and negative.” Yet there is an intriguing 

end to that sentence: “though Foundation staff members candidly confess that there is a long way 

to go.” What explains the implication that to learn from programs, especially those with “negative” 

results, is so difficult?
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We know that organizational learning in general is hard.2 In foundations, it is especially so. Proscio’s 

description of a pivotal moment in the case study of Supporting Families After Welfare Reform helps 

explain this. He notes that for a program officer armed with a critical evaluation of the program’s 

first year performance, “it would not have been unusual … to remain upbeat and noncommittal.” 

He goes on: “Instead, he chose to deliver the news unvarnished.” The program officer noted that 

“it was unusual to have that kind of conversation.” We can learn two things from this. The first is 

to appreciate the individual courage required to share negative judgments about performance. The 

second is the pervasive, deep-seated aversion to critical assessment such that, even in an institution 

that values such judgments, unvarnished bad news is unusual.

This leads to the question: why is it important to use the word “failure?” It is precisely because 

foundations are among society’s freest institutions—their influence and relative autonomy allow 

them to avoid confronting failure—that they should push themselves to be rigorously honest about 

how they are doing, including their failures. Foundations seeking to improve their performance need 

critical assessments of their performance—to “confront the brutal facts,” in the phrase of Jim Collins, 

author of Good to Great.3

This is an ongoing effort at the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation; these three chapters show that 

progress is being made, but it takes a great deal of care and effort. Insight into why it is so difficult 

can be found in the reasons that led Proscio to use a “composite” case in his chapter. As Proscio 

notes, these cases involve people and their lives and careers, and contained disagreements and 

disappointments; it is painful to have these publicly discussed. Failure is tough to talk about—it 

is not a popular topic, and we tend to avoid it if we can. And if a foundation’s culture reinforces, 

rather than counteracts, that understandable inclination, the likelihood of confronting the brutal 

facts is even less.

Isaacs and Colby “have chosen to avoid the word ‘failure’ since even programs that do not work as 

expected can provide valuable lessons and directions for the future.” I agree that programs that fail 

can serve those important learning functions, but I depart from my colleagues in avoiding the word 

“failure.” In fact, using the word “failure” is especially important in philanthropy precisely because it 

is so easy to avoid.

Along with staff members from eight other foundations, in 2008 I participated in an Action Learning 

Group organized by Grantmakers for Effective Organizations that explored the topic: Leveraging 

“Failures” in Philanthropy. One of the biggest challenges faced by the learning group was, in my 

judgment, dealing directly with the idea of failure. Discourse about failure does not come naturally to 

the field, indicated even in the quotation marks around failure in the group’s task. Yet acknowledging 

failure is essential to learning and improving performance in any field. Charles Bosk documents how 

the best surgeons are those who can acknowledge their own mistakes.4 In philanthropy, failure has 

been almost invisible until the last few years.5

Compare learning in philanthropy with learning in the sciences. Scientists must hold two potentially 

conflicting positions simultaneously—passionate belief in their hypothesized explanations and 

eagerness for objective evidence to test those beliefs. In one sense, philanthropy is similar to science. 
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Philanthropic programs, especially those intended to be strategic, are hypotheses about how the world 

works, and they test what will happen if a program is implemented successfully.

But philanthropy’s incentives reward program staff for generating hypotheses much more than for 

seeing what happens. In language familiar to foundations, Isaacs and Colby observe that “program 

officers are motivated largely by the development of new and exciting programs. Once a program 

is conceived and approved, it is easy to forget it and move on to the next.” Although this apparent 

imbalance in institutional incentives has little influence with some staff members, its effects are 

reflected in Isaacs and Colby’s observation that “many foundation staff members are tempted to 

oversell a program to get its approval.”

These tendencies to focus primarily on program development and grantmaking to the neglect of 

implementation are challenged by the constellation of activities that aim at assessing organizational 

performance and using that information to improve performance; that is, learning. And failure is an 

important window to organizational learning.

Approaches to Thinking Failure has only recently become a focus of interest in philanthropy, but it has many possible

about Philanthropic Failure applications. This section maps out some initial approaches to analyzing failure that may be useful as

a framework for future discussion. The initial focus, in keeping with the first challenge to foundations, 

is on failure and performance assessment of programs. This is followed by an exploration of how 

failure fits into the second challenge for foundations—understanding their environments.

Failure and Performance Assessment

In the context of the performance of a foundation, failure can be viewed from three perspectives: the 

reasons for failure; levels of analysis; and stages of program life cycles.

Reasons for Failure

Both Isaacs and Colby’s chapter and Proscio’s chapter examine why failure happened and produce 

three broad categories: difficult environment; strategy or design flaws; and faulty execution. While 

not using the same terms, much of Brown’s in-depth case study reinforces the utility of these 

categories, and gives texture to how, in practice, all three may contribute to a program’s failure. 

The three reasons for failure provide a useful high-level framework for thinking about the main 

components of programs and their performance. Indeed, one benefit of this analysis of failure is the 

utility of the framework for assessing successful programs as well. Proscio’s chapter on midcourse 

corrections suggests a possible fourth reason for failure that is implicit in his cases: a failure to adapt.6 

Proscio notes the powerful forces that resist midcourse corrections. Adding failure to adapt as a 

fourth category would emphasize the importance of ongoing assessment to program effectiveness and 

provide an antidote to the perceived institutional incentives that favor program development and 

grantmaking over implementation.
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Levels of Analysis

Common to all three chapters is the level of analysis. Failure can occur at many different levels, and 

the choice for analysis is an important one. A simple taxonomy (beginning with the most basic level) 

could be project, program (cluster of related projects), major initiative (cluster of several programs 

focused on the same topic), and field (cluster of major initiatives around a strategic goal). Language 

in philanthropy is notoriously vague, and institutions often develop their own vocabulary, so let me 

quickly acknowledge that this particular taxonomy may not be useful across foundations. The point 

is that activities with a purpose occur at different levels, and being clear about the level is important 

for two reasons.

First, the field appears to put disproportionate attention and resources toward assessing the 

performance at the lowest level (projects) and very little attention to assessing high-level strategies. 

Arguably, the priorities should be reversed. For example, Patrizi Associates’ analysis of field 

building in end-of-life care from 1996–2005 is an extremely valuable but rare example of a high-

level assessment.7 The predominant pattern of attention on the lowest level—projects—inhibits an 

understanding of how projects fit together over time and relate to the environment in which they 

operate. In turn, this reinforces a focus on a project’s internal risk—implementation—and away from 

strategic and design risks. Note that failure of implementation puts the spotlight on grantees; failure 

of strategy and, to some extent, design puts the spotlight on foundations.

Second, there is an unfortunate tendency to use grants or monetary transactions as the starting 

point for analysis. The starting point for assessing performance—including understanding failure, 

success, risks, and strategy—should be the desired end, whatever the level of analysis. Grants are tools 

that may correspond to a project, or not. For example, the analysis of the National Health Care 

Purchasing Institute is organized around the purpose of the Institute, and this set of activities was 

supported by multiple grants to different institutions. The purpose guides the analysis; the number 

and composition of the grants is secondary. While grants are sometimes crafted around desired ends, 

that is not necessarily the case, and to start with grants in order to assess performance is a significant 

disadvantage. Beginning with grants also reinforces the perspective that the work of a foundation is 

making grants, rather than reaching goals. Indeed, one indication of a foundation’s ability to assess its 

performance is the ease with which it can organize such assessments around desired outcomes rather 

than financial transactions.

Stages of Program Life Cycles

Almost all philanthropic programs have a time horizon and a related life cycle—development, 

implementation, conclusion. Performance assessments can be conducted for each stage. The 

development stage is a primary focus of program staff, as they aim to develop programs that the 

Foundation will fund. Looking only at this stage, failure is a decision by the Foundation not to 

fund the program.

The examples of failure explored in the three chapters are all of programs that were successful in the 

first stage, that is, they all received funding through the decision-making process of the Robert Wood 

Johnson Foundation. Nevertheless, they shed light on the decision-making process. For example, at least 
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some knowledgeable observers would have expected Community Programs for Affordable Health Care 

(CPAHC) to fail, even before the decision was made to fund it. This was not the case for SUPPORT. 

Note the difference in the reactions to program failure—with CPAHC, there was criticism of the basic 

model from knowledgeable experts. With SUPPORT, those in the field were stunned; they were 

surprised that the intervention failed, since it had been crafted by leaders from the field itself. Thus, an 

important difference in these two failed programs could have been the testing of the feasibility of the 

hypothesis before the decision was made to authorize the program. One of the most promising new 

developments for philanthropy is the application of new Web 2.0 tools to gather a wide array of views 

about a proposed strategy, as the David and Lucile Packard Foundation did with its “nitrogen wiki.”8 

Packard used a wiki, a social media tool that solicits ideas from a broad audience, to obtain input on its 

new strategy to reduce nitrogen pollution. Opening the process of developing program strategy through 

tools such as wikis potentially decreases the likelihood of the kind of failure that CPAHC experienced.

Failure and Environmental Assessment

A second, much less developed approach to the uses of failure is in exploring the capacity of 

foundations to scan and understand their environments. This second approach implies a basic shift 

in orientation. The first approach—performance assessment of program work—takes a goal or strategy 

as a given and asks why a program fails or succeeds. It is at heart an internal orientation. The second 

approach—environmental assessment—begins with the environments in which a foundation operates; 

it starts with the context from which the goals and strategies are developed and within which they are 

carried out. It is at heart an external orientation, looking outside the boundaries of a foundation and 

its programs. This orientation raises a different set of questions around the relationship of foundations 

to their environments, beginning with such basic ones like:

■■ What are the environments in which foundations operate?

■■ How do foundations analyze their environments?

■■ How do foundations look at risk?

■■ How do foundations think about their role relative to other actors in the environment?

■■ Where do program ideas come from?

■■ How do foundations expect program activities to be sustained in future environments?

Foundations operate in two related environments: the world of philanthropy and the world defined 

by their mission—in the case of the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, health and health care. This is 

a basic but often overlooked feature of a foundation’s context. It suggests that, at a minimum, there 

are two types of learning, each based on potential successes and failures, which foundations should 

consider. Philanthropic learning is about understanding and improving the craft of philanthropy and 

the various ways it can be conducted. Mission-related learning is different. It is about understanding and 

improving the fields in which the foundation operates. For the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation it is 

about improving health and health care, often at the level of programs.
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As an example of the two types, take the Foundation’s contribution to the emergence and 

establishment of the country’s 911 system in the 1970s.9 The Foundation-funded Emergency Medical 

Services program was evaluated for its performance in the field of health care, and the results were 

published by the National Academy of Sciences. Commissioning independent assessments and 

supporting their publication in scientific reports or peer-reviewed journals is common practice for the 

Foundation. Yet these outlets are in the fields in which the work was conducted. They are not even on 

the radar screens of the philanthropic world. Once they are put into a field’s journal, such as Health 

Affairs, that field becomes the lens for understanding the work. So any lessons for grantmaking that 

might be derived from such assessments are often overlooked.

One possible implication of the different learning environments in which a foundation operates is 

in the design of knowledge-management systems. The lessons drawn from a foundation’s experience 

in a mission-related field (such as improving health and health care) are largely connected to that 

field’s learning more broadly, and thus should be communicated through vehicles such as Web sites 

and publications targeted to the field. Philanthropic learning—that is, learning related to grantmaking 

and other approaches used by foundations—has both an internal (staff) and external (foundation 

colleagues and interested public) audience, so mechanisms for sharing that knowledge should be 

designed to accommodate both.

Foundations could benefit from going beyond simply being aware of their environments to analyzing 

them and their potential risks, and using the analyses in future planning. At the Robert Wood 

Johnson Foundation, we have used the Monitor Group and GBN—firms with expertise in specific 

approaches to environmental scanning—to help explore the context of our future work. This scanning 

has been done for the Foundation as a whole as part of its overall long-range strategic thinking and 

for its individual program portfolios. Each portfolio has a distinctive approach to producing social 

change, a different time horizon, and a different tolerance for risk. The different purposes and risk 

tolerances lead to expectations for different kinds of learning as well, including types of success and 

failure. The Foundation’s Pioneer Portfolio, for example, which seeks to identify ideas and practices 

with breakthrough potential for the future of health, has a much higher tolerance for risk, and thus 

for certain types of project failure, than the Human Capital Portfolio, which identifies and trains 

future health and health care leaders.

Focusing on environments highlights a foundation’s role relative to others in the field and stimulates 

thinking about how these relationships could be structured to further the foundation’s objectives. 

Understanding a foundation’s role relative to that of other actors is a critical (and ongoing) step in 

determining, in a disciplined way, what a foundation can and cannot do. The Boston-based Barr 

Foundation, for example, has adopted an approach that relies on the various systems within which its 

works takes place, and it sees its role as a part of those systems. “We work at ‘mapping’ and tracking 

these systems and identifying the numerous ways in which they intersect, influence each other, and 

change over time,” The Barr Foundation writes. “Understanding the dynamics of these systems 

and partnering and collaborating with the key players in them are central to our ability to identify 

effective ‘levers’ for sustainable change.”10
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Another example is the Gates Foundation, which explicitly depends on other actors to achieve 

progress in reaching its goals, downplaying the relative importance of its own grantmaking in 

furtherance of the collective effort. Shifting to a network or multi-stakeholder framework triggers a 

different conceptualization of how performance assessment—including judging success and failure—is 

approached. The lack of a rigorous environmental assessment that clearly defines areas of program 

opportunity increases the risk of redundancy and decreases the likelihood of program effectiveness.

Thinking about the environment can help foundations focus on two additional questions, both 

related to programs: Where do ideas come from? What happens when a program is over? Recognizing 

that ideas seldom originate from the Foundation helps staff members to appreciate the valuable roles 

of people and organizations in the field in generating ideas. It is in the identification of promising 

program ideas and practices that social media hold great potential for foundations. The Robert 

Wood Johnson Foundation has used online idea competitions through Changemakers, a program 

of Ashoka, as part of program development. These competitions simultaneously produce new ideas; 

connect social entrepreneurs to a like-minded community; provide an efficient, fast overview of work 

on a topic; and provide the field with a framework that shows where there is progress and where there 

are gaps that need attention.

At the other end of the life cycle of a program, an internal, rather than outward, orientation—one 

that focuses primarily on strategy and execution of programs—often neglects sustainability issues until 

near the end of a program. For example, the two largest philanthropic supporters of the end-of-life 

field—the Open Society Institute and the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation—withdrew their funding 

from the end-of-life field at about the same time, slowing the considerable momentum that had been 

achieved. Understanding the environment could help foundations address issues of sustainability and 

avoid unnecessary difficulties.

Conclusion Foundations derive their influence from their relative freedom and unencumbered resources, which

provide the underpinning for their potential to bring new ideas to life. Yet with the freedom and 

resources comes a critical responsibility—to do this work as effectively as possible, and to get better at 

it over time. How does the field, or a particular foundation, get better? One promising approach is by 

looking at foundation performance through its relationships with its environments, and learning from 

failures. Overall, critical and honest examination of their work will help foundations become more 

realistic about their impact and more effective at fulfilling their contributions to society.
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